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Initial Experiments for a Remote Imaging
System based on Reflected GPS Signals
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passive microwave imaging purposes in case the GPS satellite
is used as a ‘transmitter of opportunity’.
Possibility of using GPS signals reflected from the earth’s
surface as a new remote-sensing opportunity was first
described in 1993 by the European Space Agency [2]. Most of
the available literature discusses the collection of reflected
GPS signals and with suitable algorithms utilize it, over the
ocean to calculate mean sea height, wind speed, wind direction
and significant wave height [3]. Over land to measure soil
moisture content, biomass and bi-static imaging [4] and over
ice to ascertain ice age, thickness and surface ice density [5].
The idea of 3D multi-static SAR imaging system, which
utilized reflected GPS signals from objects on the Earth's
surface was presented by Chris Rizos et al. [6]. The output of
the matching filter was mentioned as: -

Abstract— Reflected GPS (Global Positioning System) signals
can be utilized for remote sensing as they contain valuable
information regarding the reflecting surface. An image of the
area of interest can be generated if the direct and reflected signal
are manipulated using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) signal
processing techniques. This paper describes the design of a twochannel GPS front end and data capturing device intended for
the simultaneous acquisition of direct and reflected GPS L1
frequency signals, these signals are subsequently used for image
reconstruction. Details of some initials tests and experiments to
verify the functionality of the device are also presented.
Index Terms— GPS, Correlation, Imaging, RF front end.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HE Global Positioning System (GPS) was developed as a
military navigation system for guiding missiles, ships and
aircrafts towards their targets [1]. GPS satellites transmit
free source of coherent radio waves illuminating the Earth’s
surface 24 hours a day which are received and processed by
GPS receivers for extracting navigational parameters like
position and velocity. Signals transmitted from GPS satellites
are also reflected from objects present on the earth’s surface.
These multi path signals induce errors during navigation and
have to be mitigated during position and velocity calculations.
Interestingly, they can be utilized for various remote-sensing
applications as they contain valuable information regarding
the reflecting surface.
Analysis of scattered or reflected GPS signals has recently
attracted a lot of attention because of their potential civilian
and military applications. An image of the area of interest can
be generated if the direct and reflected signal can be
manipulated using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) signal
processing techniques. The SAR is a type of imaging Radar in
which an effective long antenna is simulated by signalprocessing means to enhance antenna aperture and thus
improve image resolution. SAR can be of two types: monostatic, where the same antenna is used for transmission and
reception purposes, whereas in case of bi-static SAR, separate
antennas are utilized. The GPS satellites, a modified GPS
receiver and its signal detection components (antennas),
constitute a bi-static SAR system, which can be employed for
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where Ts is the observation time, τ being the delay and
SRij(t) is the received signal and considered as an
approximately linear FM signal. In fact, Bi-static radar
systems have been studied and built since the earliest days of
radar. As an example, the Germans used the British Chain
Home radars as illuminators for their Klein Heidelberg bistatic system during the second world war. One of the key
problems of any bi-static radar is the synchronisation between
the transmitter and receiver. The GPS signals are optimized
for proper synchronisation and hence provide relatively easy
and accurate synchronization between the receiver and the
transmitter. The advent of GPS solved many of the
synchronization and timing problems that have previously
limited the performance of bi-static radar systems [7]. M
Cherniakov et al. have reported much work in the field of bistatic radars in general and utilizing different systems as
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the imaging scenario for an airborne
receiver.
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traansmitters of op
pportunity in particular [8] [9
9] [10].
R
Research by the
t same auth
hors describes a bi-static SA
AR
im
maging system, which utilizees reflected GPS
G
signals from
tarrgets on the Earrth's surface [1
11]. Since the GPS
G satellites and
a
recceiver platform
m are in motion
n during the inteegration time, the
siggnal obtained at
a the receiverr position willl be a Frequen
ncy
Moodulated (FM) GPS signal also termed as ch
hirp signal owing
to the constantlly changing Doppler
D
shift.. This makess it
possible for thee bi-static SA
AR imaging system
s
to obttain
enoough range and resolutio
on simultaneo
ously, since the
freequency modu
ulated GPS signal
s
has pu
ulse compression
prooperties. A matched filter is employed
e
in th
he received sig
gnal
proocessing to im
mprove the system resolutio
on. Thus, the bistaatic SAR systtem has the potential
p
to develop
d
low cost
c
im
mages of a locallised area.
O
One possible arrangement of the transm
mitter, target and
a
recceiver geometrry is shown in figure
f
(1). As per
p the traditio
onal
SA
AR concept th
he receiver is airborne and
d can detect the
preesence of staticc or terrestrial targets as well as slow moving
tarrgets like shipss. An alternate arrangement is
i a static receiiver
moounted on the to
op of a tower or
o hill. We know
w that the conccept
of generating an image by the correlatio
on of direct and
a
refflected GPS sig
gnals is based on the SAR principle
p
in wh
hich
thee receiver or bii-static radar iss to be kept airb
rborne or required
to sustain its mov
vement in spattial domain. In order to simpllify
thee experimentall set up, it is possible to geenerate an imaage
witth a static recceiver, if GPS
S data is acqu
uired over longer
perriod of time and
a processed in batches. The
T time can last
l
froom few minutes to a few hours.
h
With th
he receiver being
staatic the changee is geometry is
i provided by the moving GPS
G
sattellite. One of the numerous possible appliications with this
t
typpe of set up aree remote sensin
ng for monitorring of landslid
des,
lonng-term seismic studies and similar
s
applicattions.
T
The objectivess of the researcch were to study these imaging
arrrangements and scenarios in
n a software en
nvironment using
Maatlab®. The aiim included development
d
of
o suitable imaage
recconstruction algorithms,
a
sim
mulation of noise
n
and errrors
souurces, design
n and assembly of neceessary hardwaare,
acqquisition of weak reflecteed GPS sign
nals and finaally
genneration of im
mage for the area
a
of interesst. The results of
sim
mulation performed have been recorded in
n [11]. The main
m
goal was to dem
monstrate a praactical imaging
g device with the
dessign and assem
mbly of a pro
oof-of-concept hardware of the
im
maging system. The purpose of
o this documeent is to elaborrate
thee hardware thatt has been prep
pared to materiialize this goal..
T
There are many
y advantages of
o this type of system,
s
which are
as follows: t
detection
n and imaging has the attraction
1) GPS based target
that user can take advaantage of the expensive GPS
G
f navigation purposes and no
infrastructure maintained for
dedicated traansmitter is req
quired.
c
and its signals
s
cover the
2) GPS operatees round the clock
entire earth surface.
s
There are more simu
ultaneous imaging
opportunitiess, one for eacch GPS satellite in view. The
T
GPS satellitee with optimu
um geometry in
n terms of sig
gnal
strength and visibility can be selected to receive the dirrect
d GPS signal.
and reflected
ystem is the cost
c
3) One of the many advantaages of the sy
g hardware, co
omparable in size
s
effectivenesss. The imaging

andd complexity too a notebook ccomputer, can bbe built for a
fracction of the cost of tradittional radars, space-borne
equuipment and otther sensors.
4) In case of passivve microwave iimaging the opperation will
be covert (no siggnal will be trransmitted as compared to
orddinary radar) aand therefore not susceptiblle to enemy
jam
mming activitiees. Thus enabling the user tto undertake
raddio silence survveillance of eneemy territory.
5) Bi--static radar m
may also have ccounter stealth capabilities,
sincce target shapping to reduce the mono-stattic RCS of a
targget will in geneeral not reducee its bi-static R
RCS [7].
The GPS signals are transmitteed using direect sequence
spread spectrum (D
DSSS) techniqques and trannsmit RHCP
(Right Hand Circulaarly Polarizedd) signals on two carrier
frequenncies named L11, the primary frequency at 1575.42 MHz
and L22, the seconddary frequencyy at 1227.6 MHz. GPS
satellitees have an arraay of 10 monoofilar axial heliical antennas
that proovide gain tow
wards the eartth and have 50 W or less
transmittters [1].
A. Liink Budget Callculations
Owinng to the largge distance traavelled by thee transmitted
signal th
the received poower is very loow and the Siggnal to Noise
Ratio ( SNR) is less than 0 dB (tyypically -16dB
B). Thus, the
power sspectral densitty of any givenn GPS C/A coode signal is
below tthe power specctral density off noise. It is coonverted to a
usable S
SNR by correllation with a loocally generateed C/A code
sequencce that providees an effective processing gaain (typically
30 dB) to improve thee SNR ratio.
Consiidering the bbi-static Radarr scenario as depicted in
figure ((1), if power trransmitted from
m a target is Pt and gain of
transmittter is Gt, σ is the target cross section, R1 is the Range
from G
GPS transmitterr to target, thann R2 the rangee from target
to receivver is given byy:
R2=

P
PtGtGr 2

 4 

3

R12 Pr

km

The signnal to noise rattio at the receivver for bi-staticc radar is
given byy

Fig. 2.. SNR versus Rangge plot
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Fig. 3. The Imaging Scenario

SNR=

Pr
PtGt
Gr 2
=
Nr  4 3 R12 R22 KTBn

The imaging system in high-level block diagram format is
shown in figure (3). The nadir-looking GPS antenna receives
the reflected signals. The amplitude reduces at every reflection
since the reflection coefficient is less than one and some of the
signal is absorbed. The polarization of the reflected GPS
signal may also change from RHCP to LHCP depending upon
the reflecting material type and angle of incidence. A custom
made high gain LHCP helical antenna has been utilized as the
nadir-looking antenna. The reflected signal is not expected to
have enough SNR to permit successful signal acquisition. So
the direct signal from a specific satellite received by the zenith
antenna will be selected, locked and used as a reference to
search the reflected signal.
The hardware comprises of a typical radio frequency front-

(3)

Where Gr is the gain of receiving antenna, Pr is power
received at the receiver, Nr = KTBn and λ is GPS L1
wavelength [12]. The SNR plot for GPS L1 frequency and
target cross section of 10m2 is shown in figure (2). It is evident
that the SNR is very poor even at short distances, which is the
main limitation for this type of passive microwave imaging
radar. However, the processing gain obtained by correlating
the signal for longer periods of time during reconstruction
significantly improves the SNR and thus it is possible to
generate an image for the area of interest. It will be further
explained in section III.

TABLE I
ACTUAL PARAMETERS OF THE HELICAL ANTENNA

Parameter
D
C
S
Α
N
A
d
λ
HPBW

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the electronic circuit
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Description
Diameter of the helix
Circumference of the helix
Spacing between turns
Pitch angle
Number of turns
Axial length
Diameter of helix wire
GPS L1 frequency wavelength
Half power beam width

Value
60 mm
190 mm
47 mm
14 0
21
1000 mm
2 mm
190 mm
22.7o
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TABLE I
ACTUAL PA
ARAMETERS OF THE
E HELICAL ANTENN
NA

Parrameter
D
C
S
Α
N
A
d
λ
H
HPBW

Descrription
Diam
meter of the helix
Circuumference of the hhelix
Spaciing between turns
Pitchh angle
Numbber of turns
Axiall length
Diam
meter of helix wire
GPS L1 frequency wavvelength
Half ppower beam widthh

Value
60 mm
190 mm
47 mm
14 0
21
1000 mm
2 mm
190 mm
22.7o

26MHzz. The integraated referencee oscillator allows either
TCXO oor crystal operration [14].
The M
MAX2741 GP
PS front end ooffers a high--performance
super hheterodyne receiver solution with the beneefit of using
the sysstem’s existinng clock referrence. The onnly external
componnents required are the GPS R
RF filter, an IF ffilter a threecomponnent PLL loopp filter, and a few other rresistors and
capacitoors. The MAX
X2741 integrattes the referennce oscillator
core, thhe VCO and itss tank, the synthesizer, a 1 too 3-bit ADC,
and all signal path bblocks except for the 1st IF
F filter. The
typical aapplication areea for the receiiver is less thann 2 cm2 [13].
The M
MAX2741 RF
F front-end L
LNA determinees the noise
figure ffor the receiveer, defining thee sensitivity annd mixes the
1575.422MHz L1-bannd GPS signaal down to a 1st IF of
37.38M
MHz. The image-reject mixer offers typicallly better than
30dB reejection of thee image noisee (1650.18MH
Hz). The 2nd
converssion stage consists of an acttive mixer, a vvariable-gain
amplifieer (VGA), andd a tunable low pass filter. Thhe IF mixer is
configuured for low sidde LO injectionn for a 2nd IF oof 3.78MHz.
Total gaain of this stagge is 62dB, annd the VGA offfers 51dB of
gain addjustment. Thee on-chip low
w pass filter (L
LPF) further
reducess out-of-band noise and bannd-limits the ssignal to the
ADC, eensuring that tthe sampling pprocess does nnot generate
alias coomponents. DC
C offset compennsation at the A
ADC input is
perform
med by an on-chhip 4-bit DAC
C [14].

Figg. 5. Two-channel GPS front end and
d data capturing deevice

ChAA
Ch
hannel
endd of a GPS receiver includin
ng an antenna,
, amplifiers,
lo
ocal
osccillator, mixeers, and an analogue-to-d
digital converrter
(A
ADC). The GPS
S signals will be received, amplified,
a
wnCh B dow
connverted and digitized into near
n
base band
d samples, wh
hich
willl then be proccessed using so
oftware routines to acquire and
a
traack the directt GPS signal and later on
n matched fillter
proocessing with indirect signaals will culmiinate the task of
im
mage generation
n [11].
II.
I HARDWAR
RE DESCRIPTION
N
T
The most im
mperative desig
gn requirement for the data
d
acqquisition and collection
c
deviice was a low--noise, dual-inp
put
GP
PS receiver operating in the GPS L1 frequ
uency. The dev
vice
shoould be able to
o simultaneoussly acquire thee direct and weeak
refflected signals.
A
A. Helical Anttenna
T
The main requ
uirement of th
he GPS antenn
na was high gain
g
andd circular po
olarization. A custom made LHCP heliical
anttenna having gain
g
of 20 dBii was assembleed to achieve this
t
objjective. More importantly being reverse in
i polarization
n as
com
mpared to direct signals and
a
pointed away
a
from GPS
G
sattellites, it deliv
vered excellentt immunity agaainst direct sig
gnal
intterference. Dirrect signal intterference is one
o of the maany
lim
mitations in im
maging systemss using GPS as
a ‘transmitterr of
oppportunity’. Thee interfering direct
d
signal caan mask the weeak
refflected signal and no matteer how long we integrate the
refflected signal cannot
c
be deteccted and the tarrgets in the imaage
aree no longer ressolved. The actual
a
parameters of the heliical
anttenna have been summarized in table I an
nd further detaails
havve been docum
mented in [13].

C. AD
DC
The oon-chip ADC samples the doown-convertedd GPS signal
at the 2nnd IF (3.78MH
Hz). Sampled ooutput is proviided in either
2-bit (1 -bit magnitudee, 1-bit sign) orr 3-bit (2-bit m
magnitude, 1bit siggn) formats, as determineed by the A
ADC mode
configuuration bit. Thee ADC sample clock (system
m GPS clock)
is derivved either direcctly from the rreference clockk or from an
RFLO divide-by-96 block to proovide a 16.8M
MHz sample
clock. S
Simulations peerformed havee revealed thaat even 2-bit
digital data from thhe down-convverter will bee enough to
perform
m the signal proocessing [11].
Each MAX2741 is preceded by aan EPCOS® B--series SAW
filter aand uses a discrete exteernal IF filteer. Antenna
connecttions are via S
SMA sockets, each of whichh provides a
+5V 500mA supply to support the use of an active aantenna. The
two recceivers, along with their peeripheral comp
mponents, are
housed in independdent screeninng cans withh multipoint
connecttion to PCB groound.

B
B. RF front en
nd
IInitial design reviews
r
led to the adoption of
o two MAX27
741
IC's as the basiss of the design
n. The IC is an
a L1-band du
ualconnversion GPS receiver which down
n converts the
1575.42MHz L1-GPS
L
signal to a 37.3
38MHz first IF
(inntermediate freequency), and then
t
a 3.78MH
Hz second IF. An
inttegrated 2 or 3--bit analogue to
o digital conveerter (ADC) (1--bit
SIG
GN, 1 or 2-bitt MAG selectab
ble) samples th
he second IF and
a
outtputs the digitiized signals. An
A integrated synthesizer
s
offfers
fleexibility in freq
quency planning to allow a sin
ngle board design
d for reference frequencies from 2MHz to
to be employed
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Instrum
ments PCI-65344 DAQ board,, connected too the parallel
port of the CPLD, w
which acts as syystem interfacce to the PC.
The GP
PS IF signal is stored in the H
HDD as eight bbit data with
the firstt 4 bits repressenting the dirrect signal andd last 4 bits
represennting the refleccted signal or vvice versa. Thiis data file is
accesse d during imaage reconstrucction by suitabble Matlab®
commannds.
The N
National Instruuments PCI-65534 is a high-sppeed, 32-bit,
parallell digital I/O iinterface for P
PCI bus that can perform
pattern I/O and high-sspeed data trannsfer using a w
wide range of
handshaaking protocools at speeds up to 80 M
MB/s through
onboardd memory. Labbview® softwaare was used too control the
DAQ booard. File sizes up to 2 × 109 bytes have been captured
in this m
manner.
A fouur-layer PCB ((1.6 mm thickk FR4) has beeen used. One
of the iinternal layers is a ground pplane, which iss continuous,
apart froom (i) cutouts under the diffferential IF filteers to reduce
stray caapacitance, andd (ii) the creatiion of a ‘grounnd peninsula’
around the USB connnector. The othher internal layyer is a split
power pplane, the desiign is stronglyy zoned to minnimize power
line noiise into the tw
wo receivers annd antenna suupplies. Most
circuit eelements operaate at 3 volts, w
with the excepption of the 5
volt anttenna supply annd the 3.3 volt core voltage oof the CPLD.
Trace iimpedance is ccontrolled in the antenna too MAX2741
connecttions and in the USB D+//D- differentiaal pair. The
assemblled PCB is shoown in figure ((5). One front eend (channel
A) receeives the direcct signals from
m the satellitees while the
other (cchannel B) receeives the refleccted signals.

Fig. 6. Set up for detecction of reflected GPS
G signals

D
D. Baseband Processing
P
T
The MAX2741
1's accept conffiguration inforrmation over th
heir
SP
PI interfaces fro
om a Xilinx CP
PLD. This latteer device acts as
a a
siggnal switchyarrd for the enttire design, peermitting flexiible
intterconnection of
o the various design elemen
nts. A Microchip
PIC
C microcontro
oller is availab
ble to act as th
he source of this
t
connfiguration datta during ‘stan
ndalone’ operattion. An interfa
face
is provided for connection to an ICD2 deb
bugger. A sim
mple
exaample prograam has been
n written to pass a fix
xed
connfiguration to the
t MAX2741's at power up.
F
Future upgrades of the system baseed on exterrnal
envvironment willl more likely result
r
in the reeconfiguration
n of
thee MAX2741 IC
I in responsse to changes in the receiv
ved
siggnals. This has not beeen implemen
nted within the
miicrocontroller program
p
as the suitable configurations are still
s
to be determined
d. Instead, an appropriate
a
CPL
LD configuration
is used to allow manual configuration of eaach receiver from
thee (PC-based) CEVA softwaare, provided by Maxim. The
T
miicrocontroller controls
c
three status
s
LED's an
nd a pin header is
proovided for conn
nection to its serial USART (can
(
also function
as two GPIO pins).
T
The two MAX
X2741 ICs sh
hare a common
n, high-precision
19.2 MHz VCXO
O. This oscillaator has a low
w-voltage clippedsinne output but a buffered versiion of this sign
nal is availablee in
eacch of the 2741's 4-bit data ou
utput buses. A separate 24 MHz
M
cryystal provides a clock to thee FX2 USB IC, which in tu
urn
proovides a bufferred 10 MHz clo
ock signal to th
he CPLD and PIC
P
miicrocontroller.
T
The CPLD is configured via
v a 6-pin JT
TAG interface. A
bassic code examp
ple has been developed
d
in VHDL
V
that allo
ows
thee use of the CP
PLD for the flex
xible interconn
nection of signaals.
In future, it is lik
kely to be used
d to provide add
ditional buffering
cappability if thee USB interfa
face is used, possibly by the
attaachment of a larger FIFO meemory to the 16-bit parallel port
p
(PA
AR) currently used for con
nnection to thee DAQ card and
a
CE
EVA software. The CPLD has
h provision for
f a full parallel
intterface connecction to the FX2 USB deviice. Three staatus
LE
ED's are driven
n directly from the CPLD.
T
The Cypress FX2
F
provides the
t necessary hardware
h
supp
port
forr implementatiion of a USB 2.0 high speeed interface. This
T
hass not been testted and will bee implemented
d at later stagess in
thee project. Preseently, data has been captured
d using a Natio
onal

(a)

(b)
Fig. 77. Comparison of ddirect and reflecteed GPS signals forr (a) 50 m (b)
4 m (rround trip distancees)
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deducedd that a 30 secconds interval aamong the acqquired files is
just enoough to resolvve the targets. The GPS daata provided
about 22400 seconds for change in geometry, jusst enough to
identifyy the target, butt compromisinng the resolutioon.

III. EXPEERIMENTS
IIn order to testt both channelss of the GPS front
fr
end and data
d
cappturing device and to confirm
m that the signaal received by the
LH
HCP antenna is
i in fact the reflected signaal an experim
ment
waas performed in
n front of a laarge brick buillding. The LH
HCP
anttenna was possitioned so as to receive thee signal bouncing
offf the building, as shown in fig
gure (6).
A
As expected a very strong signal was reeceived with the
RH
HCP GPS anteenna, yielding good acquisitiion even for few
f
mss of integration time. The comparatively
c
weaker refleccted
siggnals acquired by the LHCP antenna, as ex
xpected, required
muuch longer inteegration times (200
(
ms) to ach
hieve comparaable
SN
NR. Longer accquisition timee results in the cancellation of
uncorrelated noiise, thus imprroving the SN
NR. The Dopp
pler
freequency of both
h signals is thee same but codee offset is sligh
htly
diffferent correspo
onding to the extra
e
distance that the refleccted
siggnals have to travel. The len
ngth of one GPS
G
C/A codee is
10223 chips and iss transmitted with
w a frequenccy of 1.023 MH
Hz.
Taaking into acco
ount the speed of light the leength of one chip
cann be calculated
d to be 300 m [13].
A
As mentioned above the sig
gnal is sampleed at 19.2 MH
Hz.
Thhus each code sample corresp
ponds to abou
ut 15 meters. Itt is
possible to distin
nguish between
n the direct and
d reflected sig
gnal
if the path leng
gth between diirect and refleected signal iss a
muultiple of 15 meters.
m
During the experiment performed the
diffference in cod
de samples of direct
d
and refleected signal waas 3
or 4 which cam
me out to be about 45 to
o 60 meters and
a
corrresponds to th
he round trip diistance between
n antenna and the
larrge brick buildiing or reflectiv
ve surface. Figu
ure (7a) compaares
thee direct and reflected signal correlatio
on peaks cleaarly
deppicting this paath difference.. The scale fo
or the correlation
vallue (y-axis) is different for both signals on
o account of the
varrying acquisitio
on time.
IIn order to verify the results, GPS IF data was
w collected at
a a
position of only
y two meterss away from the building or
refflecting surfacee. A path differrence of only one
o code samp
ples
waas observed am
mong the directt and reflected
d signal as sho
own
in figure (7b). Th
hus the experim
mental results substantiated that
t
thee signal presen
nt at the LHCP
P antenna is in fact the refleccted
siggnal and constrruction of the hardware
h
has beeen successful.
A
After thorough
h deliberation and based on the simulation
ressults and practiical constraintss, it was decideed to perform the
expperiment for data
d
acquisition
n with the harrdware position
ned
at a fixed geograaphical locatio
on in front of the
t University
y of
Maanchester’s maain building, the location of
o the direct and
a
refflected antennaas and target arre shown in fig
gure (8). A 0.5
5m2
sphherical target wrapped
w
in alu
uminum foil waas placed in front
of the university building.
D
During acquisiition of data fo
or imaging purrposes the nearrby
buildings formed
d an urban canyon
c
type environment
e
th
hus
lim
miting a clear of the view of the sky. The most suitaable
sattellite (in term
ms of signal strrength and vissibility) was GPS
G
BIIIRM-2 (PRN 31)
3 and was theerefore selected as the referen
nce
sattellite.
IIn order for thee GPS satellitee to provide thee requisite chan
nge
is ggeometry, 80 files
f
were dow
wn loaded at an
n interval of about
30 seconds each.. The length off individual fille was 4 secon
nds,
butt only the first few milliseeconds of each
h file were ussed
durring the recon
nstruction proccess. During siimulations it was
w

Fig. 8. Location of both antennas and the ttarget in front of a large building

Figurre (9) comparres the imagee by reconstruucting 2400

(a)

(b)
Fig 9: C
Comparison of im
mage obtained bby reconstructingg 2400 sec of

(a) Actuual signal (b) Sim
mulated signal
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

seconds of actual data with a simulated signal of 2400
seconds. Further details have been provided in the research
paper by same authors [15].
In future it is recommended to perform signal acquisition in
an open environment to have a clear view of the sky and thus
increasing the chances of receiving more GPS satellites and
for extended duration. The target can be seen in the middle of
the diagram, as the antenna's main lobe was aimed roughly
towards the target center. The antenna was designed to acquire
the weak reflected GPS signal, but returns from objects around
the target were also received and displayed in the image. Due
to hardware limitations, the data files were acquired after an
interval of every 30 seconds each, such low frequency for
acquiring temporal samples induced an aliasing effect. In
future it is recommended to modify the imaging hardware to
acquire GPS data after every three seconds.
The exhibited images may seem very primitive, but it has to
be kept in mind that no dedicated radar transmitter was
utilized during the experiments. The target has been detected
in a hostile environment with the help of extremely weak
reflected GPS signals that are omnipresent, but exhibit an
appalling SNR. It is further apprized that the change in
geometry to process the data with the help of SAR technique
was provided by the orbiting GPS satellite. This particular
method has so far not been utilized in a practical environment
for imaging purposes. In this context the efforts carried out to
simulate and practically validate the results with the help of
static or stationary dual front end GPS data capturing device
or receiver are a novel achievement.

This paper describes the design details of a two Channel
data capturing device intended for simultaneous reception of
direct and reflected Global Positioning System (GPS) signals
for L1 frequency. Results of some initial tests to verify the
functionality of the hardware suggest that device assembly has
been successful. Further research will concentrate on the
capturing of further GPS data in a suitable configuration for
image reconstruction purposes. The front end of the device
can also be modified to acquire GPS L5 frequency signals as
well as Galileo (European Navigation Satellite System) signals
thus improving detection range on account of their superior
signal strength and better spatial resolution due to the larger
bandwidth as compared to GPS L1 frequency signals.
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